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A large majority of New Yorkers live in multi-family
rental housing. Most of these dwellings today are
poorly designed and are lacking in amenities. This is
due in great part to the attitude of the speculative
builder, who builds most of New York City's multi-
family houses. Past history shows that the aim of
all apartment house designers and builders has been to
provide livability. However, the standard of living,
and the degree of amenities that are felt to be re-
quired have been constantly increasing. This has
resulted in older buildings soon becoming obsolete and
difficult to rent. For this reason, apartment building
has been looked upon as a speculative game, with the
profit realized largely in the construction and in the
first few years. of the building's life, and who cares
afterwards.
However, by designing now for higher standards than
are now commonly accepted, it will be possible to assure
a continued demand for space in the buildings. In this
case the buildings life will be longer, and it can be
financed from the point of view of an investment. This
will result in lower rents, or better livability at the
same rents that are now common in ordinary new develop-
ments.
The building proper should be of fireproof con-
struction. Although originally more expensive, new
techniques have brought its price down to that of non-
fireproof. Any by using fireproof construction, it
will be possible to take advantage of new loosened
building regulations, and design by using either a skip
floor or balcony access system. The skip floor system
is restricted to a corridor every other floor in New York,
which limits its advantages. In fact, it wasfound
impossible to design a skip floor scheme, with the
desired apartment distribution, in which the advantages
decisively outweighed the disadvantages.
The balcony access scheme has its criticisms, but
it is felt that its drawbacks can be negated to a great
extent by proper design.
The final design is a U shaped building, of
reinforced concrete, one apartment deep, with the access
balcony running along the bottom of the U on the inside.
The building is oriented so the summer breezes blow
through, and the winter winds parallel to it. This
prevents the wind from driving winter rain and snow onto
the balcony. Each apartment has through ventilation.
Privacy is assured by placing all living areas away
from the balcony. In any case a maximum of three
families walk past any one other apartment. Each
apartment has a generous allowance of storage space.
It also has at least two separate activity areas. Each
apartment has its own balcony. Other amenities include
ease of circulation in the apartment, no need to walk
through any room to reach another, plenty of s unlight,
individual heat control, ventilated kitchens.
It is believed that a house such as this can be
built to rent for thirty dollars a room, and still
give a return on a twenty per cent equity of over six
per cent.
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INTRODUCTION
r ,
3New York City is known as the "City of Apartment
Houses". And justly so, for a majority of the people
that comprise the sprawling metropolis known as
Metropolitan New York do indeed live in multiple
dwellings of one sort or another. Exactly how many
will not be known until the new census figures are
released. But the census figures for 1940 will give
an approximate idea. They show that over sixty-two
percent of the population live in rented apartments
in multiple dwellings of five families or more.
I am, always have been, and very likely will
continue to be part of that majority. The same holds
true for my fairly immediate family, and nine tenths
of my friends. I therefore have a personal, as well
as a professional interest in the adequacy of these
dwellings.
And exactly how adequate are these apartment
houses as places in which to live?
I believe that the people who live in them, will
agree with most authorities in stating that they
aren't very good. But they are forced to live where
they do for two reasons:
One - convenience. There are not very
many sections of the city that contain
private homes that are close enough to
5the work areas. However, with the con-
struction of the new superhighways lead.-
ing in and out of the cities, and the
revamping being done to the various com-.
muter railroads, more and more people
are moving to the outlying districts where
private homes are mushrooming up wherever
there is room for them.
Two - the transient nature of a large
proportion of the population. According
to the 1950 census, over nine percent of,
the population moved last year - five
percent from one of the five counties
comprising the city to another. This means
that every eleven years there has been a
total movement equal to the entire popula-
tion of the city.
Under these circumstances, it is not possible for
many people to own their own home. Nor do they want
to, for many prefer the flexible nature and freedom
of their present status. However, they do wish that
their apartments offered at least a little more of
the amenities of the private individual house.
Before I cameto M.I.T., I worked in an architectural
office that was doing a lot of work in the speculative
apartment field. I was extremely disappointed at
the quality of the work and was amazed to see that
the buildings designed differed little from those
of the twenties and thirties. A little investigation
on my part soon showed me that although some advances
had been made (as will be discussed in history),
particularly in the field of public housing, most
private building was, design-wise, still in about
the same state that it was ten to twenty years ago.
So much attention has been paid to the small
home in recent years. Surely similar attention had
been shown the multiple dwelling? Apparently not
in New York. Some thought had been given to the
subject, but not enough. Apparently, most architects
had the feeling that the New York City Building Code,
and the State Multiple Dwelling Law stymied any fresh
approaches, and the best that they could hope to do
was to search the code to find loopholes, that would
allow them to have a window more (or, unfortunately,
sometimes less) than before.
However, I did find a group of progressive men
who are trying to get the Laws changed to allow them
to use new design approaches. They had already
achieved partial success, and more victories are just
over the horizon. I decided to ally myself with this
7faction, and using the new freedomv just gained,
to see what could be done in the way of obtaining
good living conditions for those in New York City
who, through choice or circumstances, live in
apartment houses.
HISTORY
8The evolution of the apartment house in
New York City has been a fairly steady and
orderly process. It is characterized by an in-
crease in the amenities furnished to the tenant,
and has been retarded in its development by
the traits of conservatism and cupidity found
in the speculative builders, who are responsible
for the greatest part of apartment house con-
struction in the city.
The increase in the amenities furnished has
been parallel to the increase in the health and
living standards of the nation in general. But
that certain amenities should always be present
was recognized. It was merely a question of
degree.
For example: The first apartment buildings
built were largely built within restricted city
limits and often on lots previously occupied by
one or two dwellings. As a result, their plans
were generally of the long and narrow type,
depending for their side light on inadequate
alleys or courts, often less than six feet wide,
for a five story building; the living rooms placed
across the fronts and the dining rooms across the
rears, with long, dark corridors between, along
which are strung the bedrooms, baths, and service
rooms, the whole arrangement resembling more that
of a train of railroad cars rather than a home.
These were the notorious Idumbell" tenements.
Yet at the time these were being built, the
following comment appeared in an architectural
and building trades journal of the day, "Each
suite must have as cheerful and sunny an aspect
as is possible, with all the light and air that
it can possibly get. To secure to each suit its
fair proportion of sun is one of the hardest
tasks of the architect.
Contemporary with the above quote was the
Tenement House Law. This law imposed minimum
standards on future tenements and required that
improvements be made in existing tenements. New
windows had to be cut into existing rooms, toilets
had to be installed, and occupancy of cellars and
basements was curtailed. Thus the increased
standard of the turn of the century found the
buildings of a decade earlier inadequate.
Although selfish interests fought against the
Tenement House Law, and succeeded in reducing its
1. Brickbuilder, December, 1902
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power, reformers in 1912 succeeded in restoring its
original vigor, and it was finally accepted by the
architects as being fair in its minimum requirements.
An authoritative book on apartment house planning,
1
written in 1917, has the following to say. "The
New York City Tenement House Law is very satisfactory
in respect to sizes of courts and yards for inside
plots." However, the author of this book goes on
to say that it is still possible to plan "apartment
houses on inside plots which occupy very much
greater area than is allowed by law, and it is
possible to obtain a workable well lighted apartment
with fairly good distribution of rooms."
One of the contemporary planning standards
was expressed by this same author as ... "For the
principle of good hygenic planning, dark spaces
cannot be allowed except to a very small extent in
halls and corridors, where in apartments they are
nearly unavoidable."
Yet a glance at the following diagrams will
show the large percentages of lots covered, and the
minimum court sizes that were allowed.
Two typical plans which then resulted were the
1. Bent, T.J. Van der - Planning of Apartment Houses
and Country Homes, 1917.
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"I" and the "T". The "I" plan abandoned the former
front hall and stairway circulation and located
the public halls and stairways more nearly in the
middle of the building. This resulted in the
principal rooms occupying the spaces at the front
and back. The "T" plan was somewhat similar, with
the exdeption that the side courts were narrower,
and ran back to the rear yard - the front of the
building was still built solidly from party wall
to party wall. In both these schemes, the only
open areas given to the occupants were those
specifically required by the Tenant House Law.
The ensuing years brought a marked improvement
in interior plans and arrangements. The first
step forward was the New York City Zoning Resolutions,
which limited heights, and increased the sizes of
courts and yards, and decreased the amount of the
lot that could be covered. There was, however,
an even greater advance in the standard of exterior
appearance, especially in the general setting and
atmosphere and in the marked effort to make the
apartment house something more than a warehouse
for the storage of human beings. The expressed
aims of the designers of this period can be gathered
13
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from the following quotations which were found
in an issue of Architectural Forumcontemporary
with this period,devoted entirely to apartment
houses.
"The motive for the interior architectural
finishing and furnishing of these apartments is
the desire to create as far as possible the
atmosphere of an individual house ...... it is here
that we relax, play, and live ...... the apartment
today, especially the large
home, a goal which is reache
combination of beauty and in
greatest extent which is hum
a hugh proposition."
"If the designer always
idea that he is competing in
the individual house, and if
energies to rivaling, or to
apartment is a real
I only through the
lividuality to the
anly possible in such
holds before him the
attractiveness with
he will bend his
3urpassing, if possible,
the architectural merits of the small house in every
part and detail of his apartment design, and if, in
so doing, he will put into his design the same imag-
inative quality, the same inspiration, the same
sense of perfect form and of exquisite detail which
have made the individual house in its best examples,
16
whether large or small, the finest achievement in
American architecture, he will then, and only then,
succeed in making an apartment house which will be
regarded as of an acceptable architectural type."
The sizes of lots built upon became larger, as
the main centers of construction moved out of the
intensely built up sections of the city into the
more sparsely settled residental areas. It was
during this period that the major portions of the
Boroughs of Brooklyn and the Bronx were covered.
Here there were fewer constrictions in the form of
narrow frontages, and as a result, the architects
were often given lots of a reasonably square shape,
a usual size being one hundred feet by one hundred
feet. On these lots the designers often introduced
"charming interior courtyards full of possibilities
in architectural and landscape treatment, and
brought into the lives of the dwellers in city
apartments something of the charm of life in the
individual free-standing'houses of the suburbs. "*
These "charming courts" were often twenty to thirty
feet wide by forty to fifty feet in length, for
buildings sixty feet in height. (It does not take
*Architectural Forum - Apartment House Reference
Number - 1925.
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much imagination to realize how long they remained
beautifully landscaped.) And a bit of green was
often added in front of the building - as the law
required the buildings to be set back from the
street. These green strips varied from three to
ten feet in depth, seldom more.
This type of apartment house, as was previously
stated, soon covered large areas of the city. It
was possible to go for blocks and see nothing but
sheer walls of brick rising up on both sides of
the street, placed as close to the building lines
and the street as the law would allow.
However, reaction soon set in, and thinking
professionals soon began to criticize the complete
lack of feeling with which the city was being covered.
Especially, as the builders sought to bring their
cliff dwellings into the suburban areas, was the
call for re-examination of the apartment house
demanded.
"There are many instances in which builders and
real estate promoters have outraged public opinion
in towns and cities which have never had apartments,
by thrusting the intensive, over-built, ugly city
apartment type into the very heart of a residential
19
neighborhood. In such a case we have the picture
of a charming, tree-lined residence street
which is ruined by a clumsy, cubical, vertical
apartment house, occupying the maximum area of
the plot, built solidly up to the building and
property lines, with sheer, prison-like walls on
all sides, broken only by rudimentary courts .......
Its design is based on a top-heavy ratio of
building value to land value, involving the over-
capitalization of the land by an excessively large
building. The individual apartments are liable
to be badly planned and to lack the fundamentals
of daylight, cross-ventilation and garden outlook,
without which no residence can really be a home.
An apartment house which does not offer home-like.
surroundings to tenants is a dangerous financial
proposition, because its rental value will suffer
in competition.*
"The fact is, that when the apartment house is
introduced into a district where land values are
low because of being based on sites for individual
homes, a large plot of land may be had at a price
low enough to permit of a low percentage of covered
*Architectural Forum - Apartment House Reference
Number - 1925.
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area. The fatal error of overbuilding the land has
probably done more to create and maintain the exist-
ing low standards of apartment house design than
anything else. "*
Apparently this sort of criticism had some effect,
for the trend toward less coverage and more light and
air was soon effected, allowing an anthology of apart-
ment houses, in 1929, to say that "at one time, then,
not so many years ago, the one outstanding considera-
tion was to save the housewife steps...... Now,
however, health and the safety of tenants are given
a thought, at least. The question of light and air,
practically unheard of in the days of the railroad
type, is now given careful consideration. The result
has been an effort to open up the plan by means of
courts, gardens and playgrounds. It might be said
that the average apartment building today, in the
city as well as in the suburban districts, covers
approximately only fifty percent of the lot area.
But with the grouping of the rooms and the elimination
of the long hallways, about the same number of rooms
on each floor are retained as in the old type of
house which covered approximately seventy percent
*Architectural Forum - Apartment House Reference
Number - 1925.
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of the lot area. These results, naturally, a great
improvement in the light and in the ventilation."
The same sort of feeling about a lower coverage
was expressed by Mr. Kamenka, in zeference to the
Multiple Dwelling Law. (Legislation passed by the
State of New York to control minimum standards in
apartment houses, tenements, and hotels. It was
adopted by the city in 1929.) In referring to it,
Mr. Kamenka states, "Still, the reduction of the
lot-coverage to sixty-five percent would appear to
inflict a loss of eight to ten percent of each
floor, but in practice the position is far different,
with adequate planning, this reduction will affect
only the interior dark portions of each floor, without
harm to the rentable area.
"From personal experience in planning an
Apartment House on a hundred foot square lot accord-
ing to the old zoning and replanning it under the
new law ....... the reduction amounts to eight hundred
square feet, or eleven percent, the actual loss of
rentable area is only one small room (one hundred and
thirty square feet) the remaining is saved by compress-
*Sexton, R.W. - American Apartment Houses Hotels and
Apartment Hotels of Today, 1929.
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ing the unrenumerative dark space, inevitable in
plans with a high lot coverage. The dimensions
of all other habitable rooms are practically un-
altered in the new version, and kitchens, bathrooms,
etc., have better light, due to the development of
the rear frontage. Thus the rentable floor area
remains practically unchanged, but a considerable
economy is achieved by reducing the volume of the
building.
However, it was still felt that more needed to
be done, and Architectural Forum for 1930 in discussing
the situation stated" ....it is not surprising that
people are being attracted to apartment houses out-
side the city, providing these structures can satisfy
the wants of their discriminating tenants. The ad-
vantages which they expect are more light and air,
less noise, cross ventilation, and an attractive
outlook. Experience has shown that in order to meet
their expectations, the buildings should be set well
back from the street with attractively landscaped
grounds, and ample provisions for both parking and
housing automobiles.
*Kamenka, H. - Flats, 1947.
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"That these conditions can be fulfilled on a
financially profitable basis is due, of course, to
the lower-cost of land in suburban areas. It is
doubtful whether enough advantage of this fact has
been taken, and it might be mentioned here that
such advantage does not necessarily preclude 'high
apartment units. There is much to be said in
favor of suburban apartments of six or more stories,
provided the coverage of the site is limited pro-
portionately. The upper floors gain in light and
air, and every tenant has the advantage of an in-
crease in the surrounding garden space."
As the tendency towards lower coverage increased,
so also the sizes of the developments. It was found
to be rather difficult to plan on.a typical one
hundred by one hundred foot lot, as it was impossible
to control the spaces that were being opened up. So
the lots increased in size, finally to include a
whole city block. In fact, it was soon discovered
that, in New York City, at any rate, the most
economical unit size in which to build was the full
city block. The more advanced builders of the day
estimated that by studying the cost per family of
the land used, and keeping in mind that they were
KQr1-
competing with the individual house, they could
still build over only thirty-eight percent of the
lot area, cover with apartments only six stories
high and create pleasant gardens and open spaces.
Concurrent with the decreasing percentage of
lot coverage was the attempt to reduce the apartments
in cost. This was especially true of the central
districts of -the city where the high cost of land
forced the builder to lower costs in some way in
order to bring his rents down to a reasonable level.
However, the practice soon spread to the more out-
lying districts, where, though land costs were low,
the low coverages sought for raised the land cost
per dwelling unit.
The builders sought to reduce costs by doing
away with all superfluous rooms and unnecessary con-
veniences. In many cases wash tubs were removed
from the kitchens, and steam laundries were installed
in the basements. This eliminated many fixtures,
cut down the cost of the plumbing, and made available
many square feet for use elsewhere. The old time
bathroom with its six-foot tub and dressing room
space was reduced to a minimum. With the advent of
showers, tubs became even smaller. Use of scientific
26
plumbing connections permitted a closer crowding
of the fixtures. The flushometer did away with
the bulky water tank. The bathroom shrank to half
its former size, becoming not a room, but a machine
for bathing. .Next to come under the economic axe
were the main rooms. People had found that the
local restaurants could offer a first rate meal for
less than the housewife could provide it for, and
she, by eating out, avoided the annoyances of cooking
and dish washing. Breakfast and luncheon were really
the only meals that had to be provided at home.
Why then the necessity for a large dining room and
kitchen? The kitchen fixtures were reduced in
number and were more compactly arranged. In extreme
cases they were reduced to a kitchen alcove, which
was tucked away in the living room or foyer. By
adding a few feet to the living room, a table and
chairs could be set up and the dining room could be
done away with. If desired, an alcove could be
placed in the living room near the kitchen. This
could function as a dining room and still help in
increasing the apparent area of a smaller living
room. With the increase in the ease and speed of
travel, the overnight guest became a rarity, 'and the
guest room was done away with entirely.
The efficiency apartment also came into being.
This called for use of double purpose rooms, made
possible by first the invention of the fold-away
bed that could be concealed in a closet, and later
the studio couch, or bed. These combined the
functions of sleeping and living into one room
that could be made larger than either a living room
or a bedroom, but smaller than both put together.
All of these economies have now become standard in
apartment houses; in fact, most of them have been
adopted into small homes as well. Actually, they
did not encroach greatly on the standard of living
of apartment dwellers, but instead recognized the
fact that their way of life had changed.
As the tendency towards more light and air con-
tinued, t'l evolution led to the placing of single
buildings on the site, as opposed to placing them to-
gether in long strung-out affairs. The need for a
large number of apartments per floor to make elevators
economical and the desire for cross-ventilation in
as many apartments as possible resulted in the
adoption of the cruciform plan. This placed the
elevator and fire or service stairs in a central core,
with the apartments radiating out in the form of
four wings, with usually two apartments to a wing.
This gave each apartment, if not through ventilation,
at least cross. These cruciform plans were often
built extremely high, and spacedlwidely apart, and
changed the shape of the apartment house from a squat,
cubical mass to a series of independent towers. The
cruciform plan, with various ramifications, attracted
the fancy of many architects, and often .the basis
cross was strung together with several of its brothers
to produce long restless buildings. The Federal
Housing Agency and the New York City Housing Authority
looked upon the cruciform and its combinations with
great favor, and it has become the principal form of
apartment houses built since the late 1930'Os.
.'Developing at the same time as the cross plan
was the realization that the gridiron plan of
New York City was too small in scale to really allow
good placement of buildings on a site, for with set-
back laws forcing the buildings back from the street,
a block two hundred feet wide, would, with a twenty-
five foot setback on each street, be reduced to a
width of one hundred and fifty feet - really too
narrow for the proper siting of two tall buildings
29
opposite each other. And there was no need for
service streets placed so close together - so the
next step was the shutting off of certain streets
in order to form "superblocks"-of two or more
ordinary two hundred by six hundred city blocks.
These superblocks could have buildings placed around
their outside perimeter, set back further than the
former minimums, and the area that was formerly taken
up by the street down the center could be turned into
much needed play areas and park-like garden belts.
So the apartment house, or multiple dwelling
has advanced in the last sixty years from a series
of rooms strung along a dark corridor, inadequately.
lit and ventillated by tiny air shafts, the whole
mess squeezed between two party walls twenty or
twenty-five feet apart, and covering up to ninety
percent of the lot, to a light airy tower, covering
less than thirty percent of the lot, and placed in a
green garden and play area. History shows that the
improvement was due to a continual increase in the
standard of living, and in the minimum amounts of
sun, light, and air that were considered essential.
Buildings planned to existing standards were deemed
inadequate amenity-wise fifteen years later, while
30
they were still structurally capable of being
used for another thirty years, at the very least.
This has been true in the past, there is no-
reason to doubt its continuing to be in the future.
Yet how many builders care to learn this lesson,
or, having learned it, care to apply it.
THE SPECULATIVE ATTITUDE
IN NEW YORK CITY
I
31
As I stated earlier, most of the apartment
house building in New York is done by speculative
builders. And there is nothing of the pioneer in
the speculative builder of New York. His bag of
tricks does not include a leaning toward the unusual
or the new. In all justice, I must admit that he is
prevented by the building coes to a tremendous extent,
from trying anything new. So he sticks to the same
basic schemes, sometimes trying various adaptions
or variations of these schemes, but as a rule re-
maining content to stick with what has been done in
the past, what he, his father before him, and, .he
feels, his son after him will do. The plans are
stock, the construction standards and the architect's
fee is low. He knows from many previous examples
almost exactly what his costs are going to be, and
he knows of many contracting firms who have been
building exactly these types of buildings in the
past, and can therefore give him an exact bid, with-
out having to allow an extra ten percent for contigencies.
In fact, so standard are the construction system and
the plans, that no construction details are necessary,
and if furnished, are seldom, if ever, looked at on
the job. The specifications furnished are usually
treated the same way as the details.
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However, it is because of the uniformity of
these buildings that much of the danger in the
industry lies. Since he feels he can figure costs
so exactly, the builder works to a very close
margin; as a result, if anything should go wrong he
is liable to be ruined. He uses a very small capital
outlay, usually obtaining a mortgage for as much as
eighty percent of the construction costs before he
starts. He usually pads the cost estimate for the
purpose of the mortgage, and afterwards starts to
skimp and cut corners on his already barely minimum
construction system. By this method, he is left
with only a ten to fifteen percent equity in the
building by the time it is finished. On this equity
he demands a profit of fifteen to twenty percent for
the risk he is taking. If maintenance costs should
rise, or land values change, or the neighborhood
deteriorate, and as a result, rents fall off, he is
immediately faced with a drastic cut in the return on
his investment. The mortgagerholder has prior lien,
and is fairly well assured of his interest. Any loss
in the building management and operation is first
absorbed by the builder, and is only passed on to
the mortgagor after all the builders return has dis-
appeared. The risk is so high it is no wonder the
the builder demands at least a fifteen to twenty
percent return on any capital he invests.
But his risk is high mainly due to the fact
that the building may find it difficult to attract.
and hold tenants. Why? Because it offers nothing
more to the tenant than the thousands of other
buildings it is in direct competition with. And
shoddy construction leads to early obsolescence,
along with the fact that other, newer.,buildings are
being built exactly similar to his, but with a
newer stove, and other newer appliances. So why
stay in the old building! It is true that today,
with the housing shortage, feeling is prevalent that
there is no fear of lack of tenants. Yet new con-
struction in the thirty to thirty-five dollar a room
class, is standing over twenty percent vacant, even
after a year or more of renting, all over New York
City. (Thirty to thirty-five dollars a room seems
to be the price most private builders are asking today.)
But already many of these buildings are being forced
to lower their rents, in order to fill their apartments,
and with this lowering, the profit margin of the
builders is decreasing rapidly.
Can anything be done about this present state of
affairs? -The answer is yes. It is up to the builders,
and their architects, to thoroughly re-examine
their approach to the apartment house problem.
They should realize, that in the strictest business
sense, there is no profit in steriotyped apartment
house design as it is done today. The apartment
house has a long life, in fact it has to have a
long life in order to lengthen the amortization
period on todays high building costs. It is impos-
sible that a building built today to yesterday's
standards, and by that fact already ten to twenty
years old before it is even finished, be expected
to be able to meet the standards of fifth to sixty
years ago. The public liked and accepted the
designs, and attendant amenities twenty years ago,
as the most forward-thinking of ideas. And they
were, twenty years ago. But today, their inadequacies
are recognized, and criticized. What will be the
attitude fifty years hence? They most likely will
be considered slums, and looked upon with the same
repugnance we have today towards the earlier "I"
and "T" plans.
The only solution is to build into the buildings
amenities or livability elements that might appear as
luxuries today, but which will be taken for granted
in the years to come. By thus anticipating the in-
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creased standard of living, the builder can keep
his building young, and be sure that it will be
popular for years to come. In this case, the
major part of the risk has disappeared, or has
been greatly minimized, and the apartment house can
be looked up on as a true investment, rather than a
speculation. This is the attitude that should be
taken, for it is healthier, will attract more capital
into the housing field, and will result in better
housing. That I am not alone in my thinking is
borne out by Eastgate, which was conceived as a
result of the same sort of reasoning.
Builders and architects alike cry that the
various building laws throttle any new approaches.
It is true that the codes were written with respect
to the designs as they existed twenty years ago, and
have proved inflexible to a great extent. However,
this is realized, and today they are being rewritten,
or amended, and brought up to date. Perhaps it is
not being done as fast as some would like, but new
opportunities are being created. It is now up to
the architect and builder to take advantage of them.
LIVABILITY
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Livability standards are not well-defined in
the local building regulations, which generally are
concerned far more with sanitation and how houses
are constructed rather than with how families have
to live in them. However, the importance of livability
elements cannot be underestimated. It has already
been explained how progressiveness of thought in
these respects can delay obsolescence of the apart-
ment building. How it can also attract tenants is
brought out very plainly by a few statistics, which
break down the reasons that induce people to move
to another apartment as follows.*
Apartment layout 20.2%
More light and air 12.1%
Changes in family size 15.2%
Nearness to work 14.1%
Nearness to school 6.1%
Nearness to transportation 5.2%
Others 27.1%
The first two items show us that by raising the
standard of living conditions we can improve rent-
ability by nearly one third.
*Kamenka - Flats, p.40
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The most important factors affecting livability
are apartment layout and size. For purposes of
establishing proper sizes and distribution of spaces,
the apartment may be divided up into several general
zones. They are: one or more sleeping areas, separated
as much as possible from the noisier sections of the
apartment, a work center, which may also be a part-time
living area and finally there will be the general
living area, which will include outdoor as well as
indoor space. In order to determine individual room
design, it is important to be able to assign home
activities and household functions to probable con-
ventional room locations.
The following is a classification of home activities
by household functions and needs.*
Functions and Room in which occurs Floating
Activities predominantly secondarily Activity
removal, care of outer entrance
clothing
sleeping bedroom
resting bedroom living room
dressing bedroom bathroom
washing, bathing
elimination
laundry
Bathroom
laundry kitchen
bathroom
*Planning the Home for Occupancy - A.P.H.A., 1950
Functions and
Activities
housecleaning
dishwashing
Room in which occurs - Floating
predominantly secondarily Activity
all rooms
kitchen
care of sick
food planning,
storage
food preparation
serving and dining
sexual life
care of infant
conversation
children's play
alone
supervised
with parents
cards, games
dancing
light refreshments
bedroom
kitchen
kitchen
dining room
bedroom
bedroom
bathroom
living room
bedroom
dining space
living room
living room
living room
living room
bathroom
living room
Kitchen
kitchen
kitchen
kitchen
dining space
dining space
kitchen
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Functions and
Activities
Room in which occurs -
predominantly secondarily
Floating
Activity
training children all rooms
writing, study by
adults
school child's study
listing to music
reading*
quiet hobbies
crafts, etc.
personal grooming
ironing
sewing
dining space
living room
bedroom
bedroom
dining space
living room
living room
dining space
living room
bedroom
kitchen
bathroom bedroom
bedroom
kitchen
dining space
living room
bedroom
celebrations living room all rooms
entertaining guests living room dining space
bedroom
accommodating
house guests living room bedroom
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However, total space is divided, each individual
room should have ample wall space to accommodate large
pieces of furniture and to permit effective furniture
arrangement. It should be possible to place furniture
so that it will be a comfortable distance from heat
sources without blocking heat circulation and will be
free of interference with doors, windows, radiator
controls, light, switches and stored equipment. There
should be sufficient clearance to open thedoors of
any room or closet with furniture in place. Floor
area should be adequate for safe and easy circulation
and should permit convenien'L maintenance and cleaning.
Each room should have pleasing proportions and pleasant
vistas from one room to another and to the out-of-doors.
All double bedrooms should be sufficiently large
and properly planned to accommodate either a double
bed or two single beds. Certain minimum widths are
essential - the smallest dimension of a room occupied
by one person should not be less than eight feet, and
of a room occupied by two persons, not less than ten
feet. A bedroom should contain enough area to have
space for quiet reading or study, or play space for
a child.
The kitchen is the most important room in the house
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because it is the area of greatest use. Here, the
need for relating activity areas within a room is
most obvious-. Equipment may be set up in U-shape,
or on a corridor plan, but time will be saved and
fatigue minimized if work centers, organized in
themselves, are arranged to follow a smooth production
line, progressing from one center to the next.
In these days of informal living, it is not un-
common for the preparation, as well as the consumption
of all food to be a somewhat social function in which
all the family and even guests may share.
Dining space is the most variable and flexible
factor in housing planning. Meals may be served in a
separate dining room, in the kitchen, or in the living
room, depending on family size and habits. Due to
area limitations, we shall have to forego the advantages
of a separate dining room. Actually, it is a rather
inefficient space, for it is seldom in use for more
than ten percent of the day.
In part, the desire for space in the kitchen for
eating is directed toward reducing the laboratory
atmosphere, but the main reason is convenience; saving
work at lunch time when most of the family is away,
feeding young children, or providing informal evening
snacks for adults.
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If dining occurs regularly in the kitchen or
the living room, space for dining furniture must be
provided in addition to the living room or kitchen
space. Additional circulation space is also necessary,
although part of it can be taken from the living room
or kitchen area. The exact amount will vary with the
individual design, and a combination living-dining or
kitchen-dining room may be somewhat smaller than the
aggregate space needed for separate areas, but combined
use should not be a justification for any substantial
reduction. If only one area can be provided for
dining, it is preferable to locate it outside the
kitchen in an alcove in an area off the living room.
Household storage needs are large in proportion
to total area, amounting to about one-sixth of total
space requirements. Convenient and efficient location
of storage space is as important as its total amount,
and proper provision of such space should conform to
the following requirements:
Permit storage of articles as close to activity
space as possible.
Give preferred space nearest the activity area to
articles used most frequently.
Allocate storage areas to achieve minimum expenditure
of time and energy for removal and replacement of items
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used recurrently in household activities.
Separate storage space used by children from that
used by adults.
If these recommendations are to be translated into
the numbers and location of closets,, cabinets and
storage spaces, a decision must be made between central
and individual room storage.
General storage is desirable for materials which
are seldom used, or those used only at special seasons.
In apartments, a part of the general storage space is
frequently provided on a community basis rather than
within the individual unit. For many of the articles
assigned to general storage, community storage is not
a practical substitute for private dwelling space.
The greater part of the storage space necessary
in the apartment is that for articles in frequent use
and should be provided where the stored materials are
needed. Personal clothing must be stored in the bed-
room or closely adjacent to it, but the linen should
be in a closet central to the various bedrooms which
it serves. The rooms and cleaning materials used in
the daily housekeeping routine should be stored in a
convenient central space. Storage space for materials
used for various recreational purposes should be pro-
vided in the living room or immediately adjacent to it.
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Shelf space is necessary for books, magazines and
phonograph records. There should be a coat closet at
the entrance for outdoor clothing of the family and
guests.
Proper functioning of the household is dependent
on proper interrelation of the various rooms. Each
room, in relation to the other rooms, should permit
efficient circulation which affords privacy, since
privacy depends not only on the amount of structural
separation but on traffic within the dwelling. Any
room used constantly to reach other rooms, or the
entrance, is essentially a hallway. The ideal arrange-
ment would permit access to all parts of the apartment
and to the apartment entrance from each room without
passing through-any other room. This is not always
possible, but no bedroom, bathroom, or kitchen should
be traversed to reach other rooms. There should be
privacy of circulation from the bedroom or bedrooms to
the bathroom with no need to go through a bedroom to
get to the bath.
Some of the other factors which contribute to the
livability of a multi-family dwelling are:
More light and air - this phase of planning is a
primary concern of the building codes, but their
standards are far below those that should be followed.
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Perhaps more progess has been made in the last decade
in this field than in any other, but there is still a
lot of room for improvement. Every apartment should,
ideally, have through ventilation. It should also
receive as much sunshine as is possible in its main
living areas. The exact amount cannot be expressed
in percentage form, but each apartment should have
direct sunlight during some major portion of the day,
especially in the winter. In reference to this, a
design error that is often made is the casting of one
building's shadow on another. I The Citizen's Housing
Council of New York accepts the principal that "the
distance between rows of buildings should be at least
equal to twice their height." This proportion is
based on the height of the sun at the winter solstice,
which at the latitude of New York is approximately
twenty-six and one-half degrees. That position of
the sun represents "extreme winter conditions".
And an often-abused phase of privacy is that
between neighbors. New York apartment house living has
often, and justly so been criticized for the fact that
the individual family seldom has contact with his
neighbors in the building, and often not4 even with those
on his own floor. This problem can be solved very
adequately. by maintaining social rooms and centers within
the building groups where people of like interests
can meet and pursue their mutual goals.
But the privacy of the individual apartment should
still be strictly maintained. This means adequate
soundproofing of walls, and, planning-wise, the avoidance
of placing windows of one apartment where they can be
over.looked by those of another. What good is a window,
if, in the interest of privacy, it has to be continually
muffled by curtains and blinds. People still do not
like living in goldfish bowls.
Outdoor living space - this has always been one
of the major faults of apartment house living - the
complete lack of any area where the family can go out-
side to eat or relax, or where the mother can leave her
childer under close supervision while she is working
in the apartment. While there has been a tendency,
especially where the land coverage has been low, to
develope park and play areas at the ground level for
the tenants, there is still felt the need for a private
yard "up in the sky", intimately connected with the
individual apartment. This need for balconies has been
realized for years, but nothing was provided, except in
the higher class of buildings. The reasor advanced for
this have been many and varied, but the real reason
seems to have been a slight additional cost.
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Some factual evidence of the desirability of
balconies is presented in the enclosed study made by
the firm of Mayer and Whittlesey, for the New York
Life Insurance Company.
Indoor and rainy-day play space for children -
There are conflicting opinions about solving this.
One tentative solution advanced is an open area on
each floor - common to four or more apartments -
which would serve for children's play. However, this
has the disadvantage of creating a disturbance right
outside the tangent apartments, which has been found
to be extremely annoying to those families that do
not have small children. Any attempts to shield the
apartments from the hoise usually resulted in a loss
of convenient supervision of the play area by the
mothers of the children. Perhaps the best answer
would be to place these play areas only at certain
intervals and rent the adjacent apartments to families
that have small children. This is still not ideal as
it tends to restrict the flexibility of tenant selection
of apartments.
Others think that the addition of'a balcony to
the apartment is adequate, feeling that the inclusion
of the balcony area will be enough to avoid a cooped-up
sensation. Perhaps the best solution is a properly
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A Balcony Study for the New York Life Insurance Company
by Mayer & Whittlesey
22 people questioned at 240 Central Park South.
18 out of 22 tenants use balcony constantly, mostly for
relaxation. .
16 prefer balcony, while 6 would rather have space added
to interior rooms.
21 tenants are not annoyed by other tenants use of
balconies. One complained about washing.
15 tenants would seek balcony, 5 not, one not in city.
12 tenants would pay premiums for balcony, 9 not.
General Suggestions:
Screens: 3 tenants believe this would keep out insects.
Glazed: 2 tenants would like to use it as a solarium.
Water: 1 tenant believes outlet should be there for
washing balcony.
Railings: 2 tenants feel railings should be closer
together or even grilled to prevent accidents to
children or pets.
Doors: 1 tenant feels a narrow leaf double door should
replace single door (too much room wasted)
Electricity: 2 tenants feel there should be electric
outlets.
Size: 2 tenants feel balcony should be larger.
Smoke: 1 tenant feels badly about smoke.
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supervised play area both indoor and outdoor, for the
use of all the tenants in the housing group. However,
most private management concerns would rather avoid
the headache of having to maintain such a supervised
area.
To date, this remains one of the most difficult
problems to solve.
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Apartment Space Allowances: A Comparison
(given in square foot areas)
American Public Health
Association Recommendations
One-bedroom apt.
living-dining 234
kitchen 76
bedroom 148
Two-bedroom apt.
living-dining
kitchen
bedroom
bedroom
Three-bedroom apt.
living-dining
kitchen
bedroom
bedroom
bedroom
391
97
148
148
476
118
148
148
74*
P.H.A. Maximums
175
65
125
190
75
125
110
215
90
125
110
110
*This area for one person, all other bedrooms-sizes
have been for occupany by two people.
APARTMENT SIZE DISTRIBUTION
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In planning an apartment house, it is common
sense to have the apartment distribution (percent-
ages of various sizes of apartments) worked out to
meet the demand curve of the income group you are
designing for. I am designing for the upper middle
income group, but unfortunately, researche turned
up the startling information that there are no
accurate figures available charting apartment size
demand for any income class, or even for the city
as a whole. The Citizen's Housing and Planning
Council was cognizant of this fact, and had set a
committee to work on this project. But they had
produced no tangible results, to date. Perhaps when
the census figures for the New York Metropolitan
area are available, they will provide the necessary
information. At the time of this writing they have
still not been published.
The one fact everyone seems to be certain of
is that there are not enough apartments larger than
three bedrooms. Very few are being built at the
moment. The reason given, and it seems to make sense,
is: costs are too high - a large apartment would be
so expensive to build that very few could afford the
rent. Private builders also have other reasons:
Large apartments bring too many small children, who
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will deface the property, large families move less
often, and it is to the advantage of the landlord
to have tenants move often, for the new tenant does
his own painting, and this saves the landlord money.
These last excuses are questionable.
I have obtained apartment distributions as
used by some of the various large scale builders
of housing in the New York area. They are as
follows:
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Parkohester (12,272 apartments)
0 b.r. - 1%
1 b.r. - 58%
2 b.r. - 35%
3 b.r. - 6%
plus 0.1% of larger apartments
Stuyvesant Town (8,755 apartments)
1 b.r. - 52%
2 b.r. - 42-5%
3 b.r. - 55%
4 b.r. - 0.5%
Peter Cooper Village (2,495 apartments)
1 b.r. 48.5%
2 b.r. - 50.5%
3 b.r.- 1%
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Riverton (1,232 apartments)
1 b.r. - 49%
2 b.r. - 50%
3 b.r. - 1%
New York City Housing Authority
They have also expressed concern over the
fact that there aren't enough large apartments.
But they cannot build them due to the cost factor.
They have a maximum rent that they can charge, and
it is impossible to build large apartments for that
rent. They also have to make a good showing in the
cost per apartment column, if they are to continue
getting money from the Federal and State Governments.
Federal apartment distribution requirements:
1 b.r. - 10%
2 b.r. - 63%
3 b.r. - 25%
4 b.r. - 2%
New York State allows the building of 1% studio
apartments (o b.r.).
The Housing Authority has another distribution
curve for their no cash subsidy housing, which is
designed for an income group up to $4,900 per year.
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1. b.r. 
- 25%
2 b.r. - 50% (bedrooms 135 and
130 sq.ft.
2 b.r. 17% (bedrooms 135 and
100 sq.ft.)
3 b.r. 8%
Carol Management Corporation
One of the larger corporations in the city that
owns and operates rental apartment buildings. They
recommended the following distribution, considering
the fact that my design was a school project and
should therefore tend towards the ideal. Practical-
ly, they thought it a little heavy in the number of
larger apartments.
0 b.r. - 1/16
1 b.r. - 2/8
2 b.r. - 5/8
3 b.r. - 1/16
These last figures are fairly close to those
of the New York City Housing Authority for its higher
income dwellings, and therefore shall be accepted
as a guide in planning my buildings. However, since
these are only arbitrary estimates as to what the
distribution should be, and are not based on fact,
I shall only follow them as far as general proportions,
and will make no especial attempt to achieve these
exact ratios.
CONSTRUCTION TYPE S
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Almost all privately built apartment houses
in New York City, with the exception of high income
class dwellings, are of non-fire-resistive construc-
tion. This has been because the New York City
building code allows non-fire-resistive construction
for residences up to six stories in height, and, in
the past, it was a lot cheaper than fire-resistive
building. As a result, its use became almost
universal, with construction details practically
standard throughout the city, and a large army of
contractors, sub-contractors, and artisans arose,
all highly skilled at this, and only this, form of
construction. However, it was a form of construction
that did not require precise dimensioning or detailing
in any way, and as a result, to save money, most con-
tractors cut corners, and did sloppy work with the
end result that most apartment houses look as if they
were (and it is practically true) built with just a
hatchet. The phrase non-fire-restrictive has become
synonomous with shoddy. This does not necessarily
have to be true, but it doesn't really matter for
study shows the fallacy of continuing to use non-fire-
resistive construction for multi-story buildings.
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The original advantage of economy which was
the strong point of non-fire-resistive building,
and which attracted me to it in the first place,
no longer exists. Modern construction techniques,
such as the use of plywood forms, controlled concrete,
the long-boomed crane and bucket for pouring, plus
advanced structural systems, the higher allowable
stresses in steel and concrete, and more accurate
stress analysis methods, have combined to bring
the price of fire-resistive construction down to
within a few percent, cubic foot for cubic foot,
of non-fire-resistive. And the greater freedom of
planning which the codes permit in the case of a
fire-resistive building, allows such savings in
design as to produce the seeming paradox of building
more cheaply by building more expensively.
Some of the planning limitations encountered
with non-fire-resistive construction are:
Frequent fire wall partitions - these
are both thick and permanent. Besides
taking up valuable area they also limit
the flexibility of any future alterations
to the apartments.
Prohibition of interior bathrooms - this
necessitates placing the bathroom on valuable
exterior perimeter, whereas otherwise it can
be used to advantage in interior dark areas.
Fenestration difficulties - adequate area
for piers must be left between windows to
take bearing stress of walls. Large windows
are impractical due to need for heavy and
sometimes fireproofed lintels.
Balcony placement difficult - it is im-
possible to cantilever balcony out from
straight wall section - the compressive
stress on the wall at the point of cantilever
support becomes too great. It is necessary
therefore to have a re-entrant angle in
which to place the balcony.
Ground coverage - this type of construction
is limited in height to six stories. There-
fore, more areaof the plot must be covered by
using six story -buildings as opposed to eight
or twelve story dwellings, if the same number
of families are to be housed.
Access - because of heavy fire hazards, the
codes require that each apartment have two
separate and independent means of access from
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the apartment to the street. This was
solved by the aesthetically highly object-
tionable fire escape, usually placed on
the front and rear of the buildings, and
which managed to block some windows with
its stair. The skip floor and balcony
access are also prohibited.
Noise transmission - wood joist floors,
and stud partitions have poor noise reduction
characteristics. Wood joist floors, if not
carefully laid, have a tendency to creak after
a few years.
Maintenance costs higher - shrinkage in the
wood studs and joists after a few years result
in numerous plaster cracks. Fire insurance
rates are higher.
Shorter life - this necessitates shorter
amortization periods and higher rates.
The advantages of fire-resistive construction are:
Thinner exterior walls, thinner interior
partitions - less waste space
Fewer firewalls, loft construction allow
for greater flexibility in future modifica-
tion of apartments.
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Higher ceilings - or lower floor to floor
heights (four inch slab versus ten inch
wood joist floor construction).
Elimination of secondary means of access -
no additional fire stairs or fire escapes.
Interior bathrooms - can utilize otherwise
wasted interior space.
Freedom in fenestration - windows can go
any place desired between columns.
Freedome of balcony construction - they
can be cantilevered out wherever desired.
Lower ground coverage possible - buildings
up to fourteen stories economically feasible.
Lower maintenance costs - more durable con-
struction, lower fire insurance rates.
Greater noise reduction - the greater mass
of a concrete slab offers higher transmission
losses.
Freedom to use skip floor or balcony access.
The trend in New York building legislation is
towards more stringent restrictions on non-fire-resistive
construction. It is believed that it will be-eventually
limited to buildings under four stories in height.
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A recent study made by Architects H. I. Feldman
and Andrew Thomas illustrates the advantage of fire-
resistive construction. * This study was conducted
in regard to buildings erected in the New York area
and their conclusions as published showed the follow-
ing economies inherent in fire-resistive construction;
fewer firewall subdivisions, thinner partitions,
elimination of fire escapes, use of interior baths
and kitchens, interior location of halls and stairs,
and increased space and flexibility of room arrange-
ment.
In the typical plans, which the architects de-
signed in the course of their analysis, one and one-
half rooms were added in each floor of the fire-
resistive building. Architects Feldman and Thomas
concluded that:
The cost per rentable room for a six story
fire-resistive apartment building is generally
lower than for a non-fire-resistive building.
In the example designed for study this amount
was more than fifty dollars per room or 6.3
percent.
The gain in rentable rooms averages 8.6
percent.
*Fire-Safe Apartment Houses pay Dividends - Architectural
Record - August 1946.
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The addition of these rentable rooms costs
on an average 5.1 percent more.
An average of 7.1 percent more income is re-
ceived for the increased space and this increase
is sufficient to pay for the increased cost in
the first five years of operation.
An estimate of their comparative costs for the
two buildings is given on the following page.
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ESTIMATE OF COMPARATIVE COSTS (1939 PRICES)
For Six-story Bronx Apartment House
Non-Fire-Resistive Fire-Resistive
CONSTRUCTION COST (Building Cost and Job Expense) $192,456 $202,124
GENERAL EXPENSE (Taxes, Interest, Finance Charges, Fees) 18,215 18,965
Total Cost ................................... $210,671 $221,089
Cost Per Cubic Foot ................................ $0.339 $0.361
Total Number of Rentable Rooms..................... .. 157% 171
Cost Per Rentable Room............................. $1,338 $1,293
ITEMIZED ESTIMATE OF COMPARATIVE COSTS (1939 PRICES)
BUILDING COST N
Excavation..............................
Concrete W ork..........................
M asonry................................
Structural Steel..........................
Steel Joists..............................
Carpentry ..............................
Plastering...............................
Plumbing............................. .
Heating................................
O il Burner..............................
Electrical W ork ..........................
Elevator................................
Painting................................
Miscellaneous Iron ... ....................
Roofing & Sheet Metal ....................
Tile W ork...............................
Terrazzo W ork..........................
Finish Hardware.........................
Bathroom Ventilation......................
Miscellaneous............................
Total.......... . . ..................
JOB EXPENSE
Superintendent (26 weeks @ $100) ........
3 Laborers
($40 per week each for 17 weeks) ........
Watchman (26 weeks @ $20)..............
Water (.002 x $185,075).................
Cleaning (.0025 x $185,075) ..............
Removal of Rubbish (.00375 x $185,075).....
Fire Insurance (.00375 x $185,075) ........
SUBTOTAL............................
Total Building Cost and Job Expense.......
GENERAL EXPENSE
Taxes During Construction..................
Interest During Construction.................
Interest on Building Loan During Construction
(1%Y% of $192,456)............ ... ..
Finance Charges (2V% of $192,456) ......
Architect and Supervision (4% of $192,456) ...
SUBTOTAL............................
Total C ost .. .... . ...... . ....... ...
on-Fire-Resistive
$4,887
12,427
35,646
8,096
38,846
23,228
12,000
8,880
1,900
7,690
5,000
6,460
3,360
2,317
5,741
758
1,544
6,295
$185,075
Fire-Resistive
$5,069
20,083
28,714
13,452
7,491
28,026
29,387
12,250
9,065
1,900
9,048
5,000
7,000
270
1,964
6,364
404
1,675
827
6,639
$194,628
$2,600
2,040
520
370 (.002 x $194,628)
463 (.0025 x $194,628)
694 (.00375 x $194,628)
694 (.00375 x $194,628)
$7,381
$192,456
$1,500
1,800
2,406 (1%/% of $202,124)
4,811 (2%A% of $202,124)
7,698 (4% of $202,124)
$18,215
$210,671
Non-Fire-Resistive
622,100 cu. ft. @ $0.339 = $210,671
161% Rooms @ $1,304 $210,671
4 Deduct Superintendent's Apartment
157%2 Rentable Rooms @
$1,338 Per Room = $210,671
Fire-Resistive
612,947 cu. ft. @) $0.361 = $221,089
175 Rooms @ $1,263 = $221,089
4 Deduct Superintendent's Apartment
171 Rentable Rooms @
$1,293 Per Room = $221,089
$2,600
2,040
520
389
487
730
730
$7,496
$202,124
$1,500
1,800
2,527
5,053
8,085
$18,965
$221,089
I
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Non-Fire-Resistive Construction:
Exterior walls - 12" brick
Corridor walls - 12" or 8 brick
Floors - 2"by 10" or 3"by 10" wood joists
160 0.0. spanning from corridor walls
to exterior walls. When necessary,
interior columns, and steel beams are
used to support the wood joists.
Interior partitions - 2"by 411 wood studs,
16" 0.0. lathed and plastered.
Room finish - Exterior walls furred, lathed
and plastered.
Ceiling - lathed and plastered
Floors - wood sub and finish floors
Windows - wood double hung
Corridor Floors - 4" cinder concrete slab -
asphalt tile
First Floor - 41" cinder concrete slab, sleepers,
wood sub and finish floor
Roof - wood joists - 1" by 6" tongue and grove
roofing boards, 4-ply felt and asphalt finish.
2" blanket insulation between joists.
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Fire-resistive Requirements in New York City
Exterior walls
Stairway enclosures
First floor
Other floors
Public corridor floor
Roof
Protection of interior
columns
Partitions enclosing
public halls
Fire-resistive
3 hr.
3 hr.
3 hr.
1 1/2 hr.
3 hr.
1 1/2 hr.
2 hr.
3 hr.
Other partitions
Non-.
Fire-resistive
3 hr.
3 hr. bearing
2 hr.non-bearing
3 hr.
n.r.
3 hr.
n.r.
n.r.
3 hr. bearing
2 hr.non-bearing
n.r.1 hr.
PLAN TYPES
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All apartment houses achieve access to the
various floors by means of a vertical circulation
core. This consists of the elevator, or elevators,
and the fire stairs. For economy of elevator opera-
tion, it is desirable to have one elevator serve
from forty to sixty families. Modern collective
control systems make it possible for a single
elevator to handle this large number without incon-
venience. With an average apartment building height
of six to eight stories, this leads to the placing
of seven to nine families per floor. For higher
buildings, it is possible to either reduce the
numberof families per floor, or, keeping the same
number, to use two elevators. The second method is
preferable, owing to the extreme inconvenience to
the tenants of the upper floors, when the single
elevator is tied up as occurs when a tenant moves
or repairs are made to the elevator mechanism.
The buildings may now be classified as to their
means of access from the core to the individual
apartments, and the distribution of the apartments
about the central core.
The New York City building regulations have re-
quired that all apartments be reached by means of an
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enclosed corridor, occurring on each floor. Recent
attempts to achieve adequate natural ventilation,
and keep the public areas reduced to a minimum while
following these edicts have resulted in the follow-
ing bask plan types:
The cruciform - This is a cross-shaped building,
in which each wing is divided into two apartments,
giving each apartment cross ventilation of a minor
sort (usually only one room is on the second ex-
posure). But it is difficult to orient, in fact
four of the eight apartments will get only very
minor sun early in the morning, and late in the
afternoon. Furthermore, the wings at right angles
to each other throw large shadows, hiding other
parts of the building from a good deal of' the sun.
Privacy is at a minimum, for the right angled wings
afford easy views into the windows of other apartments.
They are ungainly shapes to site, producing a rest-
less, confusing effect, and when paired together,
as is often done. to increase density, are even
worse.
The T plan Some of the defects of the crubi-
form have been alleviated by removing one of the wings
from the cross. This helps remedy the orientation
problem by removing two of the sunless apartments; and
70
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by simplifying the shape, makes a more suitable
building. However, its apartment capacity per
floor, keeping the same standards of cross ventila-
tion, is smaller.
The slab plan - Here the other wing comes off
the T. This makes it much easier to orient and
produces a restful building shape that is easy to
site. However, only four of the apartments in a
slab building can get even minor cross ventilation.
An attempt has been made to push the apartments at
the center of the slab out to form abbreviated
vwings; the wings being just long enough to get
another window facing in a different direction into
these central apartments. This'is called "cross
ventilation", but it actually is nothing but a lot
of hokum. This scheme also has the disadvantage of
a large amount of corridor space.
The Z - This is the best of the group. While
not as easy to site as the slab, it gives good
amounts of sunlight to all apartments, and cross
ventilation to at least six. However, it still does
not measure up to the cruciform as far as efficiency
goes.
Thus you can see that none of the above types
are really completely satisfactory. None offer
through ventilation to any but a very small percent-
age of apartments. All have at least one other
major defect, either lack of privacy or lack of
sun, or cross ventilation, or a complicated and
restless building shape, or a large percentage of
non-rentable public areas.
There are, however, two new plan types that
are now possible in New York, due to the recent
libertization of regulations on access. Now per-
mitted, are a limited sort of skip floor access
and, tentatively, balcony access.
SKIP-FLOOR VS. BALCONY A C C E SS
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The approach to realizing greater livibility
will be through use of the new plan types now
permitted in New York City, namely the skip floor,
and balcony access systems.
The skip floor has proven to be economical to
build. The cost of extra stairs is more than offset
by the savings due to reduced corridor area and fewer
elevator stops. It also gives through ventilation
to all apartments on the non-corridor floors. Since
most apartments have two exposures, it also is easier
to orient.
However, it cannot be used to its fullest extent
in New York. The controlling legislation that had
to be amended to allow skip floor planning was the
State Multiple Dwelling Law. The first attempt at
amendment was defeated in the Legislative Assembly.
The second attempt the following year passed the
Assembly, but was vetoed by Governor Dewey. The
third try finally received the governor's approval,
only to be restricted by the New York City Fire
Department, which will allow you to place an apartment
above the corridor, with stairs up to it, but not one
below. Their reasoning is that an aged or sick
person would be able to go down a flight of stairs to
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safety in the public corridor in case of a fire in
the apartment, but that he might find it difficult
to climb up to the corridor from the apartment below.
Another, more valid reason, is that hot gases and
smoke from a fire in a lower apartment would tend to
rise into the apartment stair well, and trap the
occupants. They will not accept agrees through another
apartment as an alternative way out.
So, as a result, skip floor apartment houses in
New York have to have a corridor every other floor.
This does not give the economy that a corridor every
third floor would bring. Worse, it means that only
half the apartments would have through ventilation.
It also makes it very difficult to achieve the
desired apartment distribution. I found it impossible
to keep apartments to their correct area, and still
get good room relationships, stack and duct align-
ment, and reasonable fenestration on the exterior.
The unfavorable feature of either living rooms or
corridors over bedrooms in some cases was also
unavoidable. In the case of a central corridor
scheme, orientation was also difficult. A building
with a central corridor should be oriented with the
long axis north-south, thus giving some sun to all
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apartments. However, the summer breezes in New York
are predominantly southerly, and would blow parallel
to the building, instead of through it.
- Thought was given to the possibility of a skip
floor with balcony instead of corridor access. However,
this is still not permissable by law, and had the
disadvantage of a larger number of people walking in
front of the apartments facing on the balcony corridor.
It also resulted in living rooms over bedrooms, or
corridor over bedrooms, or too large a corridor area
in relation to the rentable space.
In short, while it-is possible to design a skip
floor apartment house under the present New York City
restrictions, I found it impossible to design one
in which the advantages decisively outweighed the
disadvantages.
Architects are sharply divided as to their
opinion of the balcony access plan. Those who dislike
it compare present examples to the Italian slums of
the last century. They are especially critical of
the scheme in northern climates, where they feel the
winter weather would make the balconies untenable,
and disagreeable to traverse. Expecially in high
buildings, they feel the wind would tend to aggravate
inclement weather.
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However, there are several balcony access
buildings in northern climates that have been tenanted
for many years, with complete success. Wind velocities
have been measured at various heights alongside high
buildings and found to be no severer than at lower
levels. Peoper orientation of the building to serve
as a wind break for the balconies is also feasable.
And if the balcony is exposed to the weather, and is
therefore uncomfortable and cold in the winter, so
is the sidewalk. Walking a balcony to your apartment
is no different from walking the same extra distance
on the ground. With the exception that in the case
of the balcony you are more sheltered; having a roof,
one solid wall, and a partial wall on the other side
to screen you.
The question of snow and ice removal is still
the most difficult. to solve. It is felt that by
proper screening and shielding, the amount of snow
that will accumulate will be small, and removal either
by a janitor or the tenants, will not be a difficult
problem. An ideal system would be heating coils in
the balcony slab, but in this particular case, I feel
the cost would be too high to allow it.
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The question of privacy for the individual
apartment can be solved by proper planning. Main
rooms can be placed on the side away from the balcony,
and the balcony exposure used for the kitchen, bath-
room, and storage rooms.
Orientation is simple. The main rooms face in
one direction, and can be given a southwesterly
exposure. Then the summer breezes will flow at
right angles to and through the building. The winter
winds, from the northwest, will flow approximately
parallel to the building-, and will not drive snow or
rain onto the balconies.
THE DESIGN
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The final design solution consists of a building
in the shape of a shallow U. The access balcony runs
along the bottom of the U on the inside face, and is
sheltered from winds by the legs. The vertical access
core is in the center of the building, thus giving
as short a travel distance as is possible to each
apartment. The maximum distance to be traversed
along the open balcony is fifty-eight feet. The
elevator and stair lobby on each floor is enclosed.
Each floor contains eight apartments. The
building is designed for two heights - eight story,
with one elevator, or twelve to fourteen stories, with
two elevators. A garage for tenants' cars is an
integral part of each building. It is located so as
to be conveniently accesible from the vertical
circulation core. The top of each garage will be
landscaped and used as play areas.
The building will be oriented as previously
explained, with the access balcony running roughly
northwest-southeast. This gives the main living
areas a southwest exposure, and plenty of sun. The
southerly summer breezes then flow at right angles to
and therefore through the building. The winter winds
are from the northwest, and flow parallel to the bal-
cony. As a result, there will be little snow and
rain driven on to the balconies in winter time.
Each family is also given its own private balcony,
projecting out in front of the living room. The glass
of the living room wall reaches to the floor, thus
visually extending the volume of the room out to
include the balcony. Thia gives added spaciousness
to the living room. It also has the advantage of
making it simpler for the mother to supervise her
children playing on the balcony.
Balcony facings will be solid, to give additional
privacy to the users, and to add a feeling of security
which might be necessary for those tenants who are
first becoming acquainted with balcony living.
It might be felt that a solid parapet on the
balcony will interfere with the view. Actually, in
most cases, there will be no exceptional view. And
in any case, the balcony slab alone would serve to
cut off most of the view down to the garden areas
below. The addition of the solid parapet therefore,
does not obstruct very much.
The living rooms have been limited in depth to
seventeen feet, to avoid any feeling of darkness due
to the balcony overhang.
Privacy of each apartment is assured. The main
living areas face out on the exterior of the U,
therefore windows do not face each other. The access
balcony exposure is taken up with bathrooms, (which
are given high windows of obscured glass) storage,
entrance halls, and kitchens. The sleeping areas
are placed as far as possible from any contact with
the access balconies,
Sound transmission between apartments is minimized
by the placing of a wall giving a transmission loss
of approximately fifty-five decibels between apart-
ments where they adjoin.
The apartments have been laid out for a maximum
of convenience. There is no circulation through the
living room. All areas are tangent to the entrance
foyer, and circulation from one to the other is simple
and direct. There is no need to pass through one
room in order to get to another. The bathroom-bedroom
relationships are so arranged that it is possible
to go from one to the other without being seen from
the living room. Closets have been located where
needed. There is a closet in each bedroom, a linen
closet conveniently placed, a coat closet near the
entrance, and a large storage closet near the entrance.
This storage closet can be partially used for pram
or bicycle storage, when necessary
Each apartment has one bedroom that is large
enough for a desk or worktable. Thus, the bedroom
can be used for an activity center. This gives each
apartment two main activity centers, an area for
noise and one for quiet, or one for the parents and
one for the children. The kitchen is large enough
to dine in regularly, if desired, and may also be used
as an additional activity area. The kitchen is adjacent
to the living room, for ease of serving, if it is
desired to eat out of the kitchen,
Structural framing is of reinforced concrete.
There are three continuous beams that run longitudionally
through the building. The floors are flat slabs
spanning from beam to beam, and the balconies are
cantileved out on either side. With this system, no
beams are present in the rooms, and where they appear
in the ceiling, they do so at the room opening, where
they are visually acceptable, and in the case of the
living room, desirable. The ceilings are not plastered,
the flat concrete slab is simply painted.
The heating system chosen consists of a hot air
unit heater placed in each apartment. These contain
heating elements fed by steam risers. The hot air is
circulated in ducts furred into corridor and closet
space, leading to each room. The return is located
by the apartment entrance door. With this system,
individual automatic heat control is possible in
each apartment. The problem of hiding pipes in
walls and spandrels, common with convector heating,
is avoided. It is felt that this system will be no
more expensive than heating with convectors.
Each kitchen has an exhaust outlet over the
stove to carry away cooking odors. These outlets
lead to vertical flues which are collected at the
roof level and brought to central fan housings.
With this system, more positive exhaust action will
be obtained, at a lower cost than if individual
exhaust units in each kitchen were used,
The final apartment distribution obtained is as follows:
1 b.r. - 25%
2 b.r. - 50%
3 b.r. - 25%
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APPENDIX
Outline Specifications.
construction - concrete foundations, frame, arches
walls - brick and back-up tile
windows - steel casement - caulked
roofing - 4-ply 20 year Celotex insulation
interior doors - metal bucks, flush wood doors
apartment doors - Kalemein
furring - metal lathe and base
interior partitions - 2" solid plaster
no plaster on ceilings
bathrooms - tile floor.and base
floor finish - asphalt tile
carpentry- kitchen cabinets
glazing - "B" quality double strength
hardward - Parkerized finish
painting - 2 coats
heating - vacuum steam oil-fired to unit heaters
hot air in each apartment
Rough Financial Estimate
12 story building
96 apts - 102,000sq. ft. @ $10.00 $l,020,000
balconies - 96 @ $400.00 38,400
land - 96 apts @ $1500.00 144,000
TOTAL COST $1,202,400
Running Expenses
Amortization @ 2j% 30,00
Interest @ 4% of 80% 38,400
Taxes @ 3% of 80% 28,800
Maintenance - 384 rmas @ $75 28,800
TOTAL EXPENSES /YEAR $126,000
Income (at 7% vacancy)
432 rms @ $30.00 for 12 months
@ 93% -144,500
Profit on 20% equity
$144,500 less $126,000 418,500
or 7.3%
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UNIT COSTS for projects of the New York City Housing Authority rose ContinuOuslV after World War II until 1949, whcn the
trend was reversed, as indicated by the curves. For comparison, the ENR building cost index is also shown.
